Tree-level Feynman diagrams in a cubic scalar theory can be given a metric such that each edge has a length. The space of metric trees is made out of orthants joined where a tree degenerates. Here we restrict to planar trees since each degeneration of a tree leads to a single planar neighbor. Amplitudes are computed as an integral over the space of metrics where edge lengths are Schwinger parameters. In this work we propose that a natural generalization of Feynman diagrams is provided by what are known as metric tree arrangements. These are collections of metric trees subject to a compatibility condition on the metrics. We introduce the notion of planar collections of Feynman diagrams and argue that using planarity one can generate all planar collections starting from any one. Moreover, we identify a canonical initial collection for all n. Generalized k = 3 biadjoint amplitudes, introduced by Early, Guevara, Mizera, and one of the authors, are easily computed as an integral over the space of metrics of planar collections of Feynman diagrams.
Feynman Diagrams as Metric Trees
Tree-level scattering amplitudes in a cubic scalar field theory have a Feynman diagram expansion in terms of trees with n leaves and n−2 trivalent vertices. Adding a U (N )×U (Ñ ) flavor structure in the biadjoint representation allows the definition of double partial ordered amplitudes traditionally denoted as m n (α, β) (see e.g. [1] ). Here α and β are two planar orderings and the amplitude is given by a sum over Feynman diagrams that are planar under both orderings. In this work we mainly consider m n (I, I), where I is the canonical order {1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n}, and therefore we will simply refer to the relevant diagrams as planar.
Feynman diagrams can be given a metric. A metric is a symmetric n × n matrix with non-negative entries, d ab , defining the minimum distance between leaves a and b, such that it can be obtained from some assignment of non-negative edge lengths, including edges with a leaf. In physics, lengths for internal edges are nothing but Schwinger parameters. However, their main application has traditionally been at loop-level (see e.g [2] ). In other areas the space of metric trees has been important and carefully studied, for example when metric trees are identified with phylogenetic trees [3] .
In physical applications only the contribution of a tree T to an amplitude is of importance. This is easily obtained by first constructing the function Let us denote the length of the edges containing a leaf as e a and therefore d ab = e a +e b +d int. ab , where d int.
ab is the contribution from internal edges. It is easy to see that due to momentum conservation the external edges e a drop out of F (T ). Denoting by f I the length of internal edges one finds from (1.1)
where t I is a linear combination of s ab obtained as follows. Deleting an internal edge divides T into two trees and hence the set of leaves into two. Denoting the sets as L I and R I , the coefficient of f I is clearly t I = − a∈L I ,b∈R I s ab (1.4) since f I contributes to all d ab for which a ∈ L I and b ∈ R I . Moreover, this is nothing but the inverse of the standard Feynman propagator associated to the internal edge, after using momentum conservation. The contribution to an amplitude is then obtained by multiplying all n − 3 propagators 1 . Using the Schwinger parametrization of the propagators, identifying Schwinger parameters to the lengths, one can write the contribution to an amplitude in term of F (T ) as follows In this work we propose that a natural generalization of this construction is given by what are known as metric tree arrangements as defined by Herrmann, Jensen, Joswig, and Sturmfels [4] . Moreover, they lead to the k = 3 generalized biadjoint amplitudes recently introduced by Early, Guevara, Mizera, and one of the authors [5] and further studied in [6] [7] [8] .
Before discussing metric tree arrangements, let us discuss the important restriction of planarity mentioned above. In order to compute m n (I, I) one has to determine all planar Feynman diagrams, i.e., all labeled tree diagrams that can be drawn on a disk without crossing and with the leaves on the boundary of the disk with order I = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Let us start with a planar tree T . The lengths of the internal edges f I provide coordinates on the space of trees. The tree T has n − 3 degenerations corresponding to collapsing any one of its n−3 internal edges, i.e., setting one f I = 0. Any degeneration can be resolved in exactly two ways which are consistent with the planarity requirement. In physics terminology one can talk about the s and t channels (the u channel is not allowed). One of the two resolutions leads back to T while the other leads to a new tree T . The new tree is also planar and has a metric and a function F (T ) from which the corresponding contribution to the amplitude can be obtained. Each tree has n − 3 neighbors and the space of all planar trees is connected via such transitions. Of course, if we create a graph with C n−2 vertices, where C m is the m th Catalan number 2 , and edges connecting two vertices corresponding to trees that are neighbors, then for physical purposes all we need is a Hamiltonian cycle to construct the amplitude.
In this work we show that the condition of planarity is also a very powerful constraint when dealing with metric tree arrangements. In section 2 we introduce the notion of planarity for arrangements and call them planar collections of Feynman diagrams. We give evidence that all the properties already mentioned for Feynman diagrams as metric trees also hold for planar collections and show how to construct the set of collections which gives rise to k = 3 generalized biadjoint amplitudes m (k=3) n (I, I) by starting from any valid collection and traveling across any of its degenerations. As a simple example, we study the n = 6 case in detail, find all 48 planar collections with their connections and a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph with 48 edges. Moreover, we also compute their contributions to m Of course, in order to carry out the procedure for any n one needs at least one valid planar collection. Luckily, for any n one can construct exactly C n−2 such planar collections as there is a way of producing a collection using any planar Feynman diagram by removing leaves.
We study the planar collections induced by the "caterpillar" diagram for any value of n and find all its 2(n − 4) degenerations explicitly. In section 4 we discuss the connection to cluster algebras which has recently been identified as a useful way of computing generalized biadjoint amplitudes by Drummond, Foster, Gürdogan, and Kalousios [7] .
We end the paper with a discussion on what kind of objects are needed to go to higher values of k. When k = 4 these turn out to be collections of collections of Feynman diagrams.
Planar Collections of Feynman Diagrams
The space of metric trees with n leaves is closely related to the space of tropical two-planes, i.e., Trop G(2, n) [9, 10] . The metric d ab defined in terms of edge lengths automatically satisfies the tropical Plücker relations required for π ab := d ab to be in Trop G (2, n) .
A natural question is what kind of objects replaces metric trees for Trop G(3, n). The answer is a metric tree arrangement [4] . In order to motivate this, one can start with Trop G (3, 5) which is isomorphic to Trop G (2, 5) . This means that whatever generates the tropical Plücker vectors π abc for Trop G(3, 5) must somehow be related to the metric trees governing Trop G(2, 5).
Consider the "caterpillar" tree with n = 5 and leaves labeled as in figure 1 . The metric is easily read from the diagram. For example d 12 = e 1 + e 2 and d 15 = e 1 + e 5 + p + q. Note that the internal lengths p and q can be expressed in terms of the metric as follows Moreover the function relating kinematic invariants to the metric can be simplified to be
d ab s ab = −4(s 12 p + s 45 q).
(2.
2)
The object dual to the tree in figure 1 is nothing but a collection of five trees with four leaves obtained from the caterpillar tree by removing one leaf at a time. We show the resulting collection in figure 2. This is one the simplest examples of what is known as an abstract tree arrangement in the mathematical literature. We review the definition and relation to metric tree arrangements in appendix A.
It is natural to give a metric to each tree in the collection of figure 2. Let the metric of the a th tree be d (a) bc . It is instructive to also try and express the internal lengths in terms of the metrics. For example, in the first tree which has leaves {2, 3, 4, 5} the internal edge's length is given by
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The resemblance with (2.1) is an indication of what must be done. Even more so if we compare f (1) with the formula for q in (2.1). Note that if we identify d (1) . This identification can be made for all five trees in the collection revealing that
ab and therefore it motivates the introduction of a completely symmetric object π abc := d In general one has the following definition.
Definition 2.1. [4] A metric tree arrangement on {1, 2, . . . , n} is a collection of n metric trees where the i th tree has n − 1 leaves given by {1, 2, . . . , n} \ i and where the metrics satisfy the compatibility conditions d
ab for all a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
In appendix A we give more details on the definition and relation to Trop G(3, n).
Planarity
The structure of metric tree arrangements for general n is still an open problem in mathematics [4] . However, in order to compute k = 3 generalized amplitudes only a very special class of arrangements are needed. These are the ones that satisfy a planarity condition as explained in the following definition.
A planar collection of Feynman diagrams is a metric tree arrangement in which the i th tree is planar with respect to the ordering obtained by deleting the i th label from the canonical order I = {1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n}.
The definition of metric arrangements of planar trees was implicitly given in Remark 4.9 of [4] . Note that we have chosen to attach the property "planar" to the collection and not to individual Feynman diagrams because we think of it is a global property of the collection. This allows us to say that a collection of Feynman diagrams is planar with respect to I = {1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n}. This is most useful when defining m One way of constructing all planar collections of Feynman diagrams is the following. Let P i,n be the set of planar Feynman diagrams in n − 1 labels with respect to the ordering obtained by deleting the i th label from the canonical order I = {1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n}. Clearly |P i,n | = C n−3 , with C m the m th Catalan number. A planar collection of Feynman diagrams is an element of the Cartesian product P 1,n ×P 2,n ×· · ·×P n,n which admits a choice of metric for each tree satisfying d ab . This procedure is clearly not computationally feasible as n becomes large; however, as we explain below this is not necessary.
Degenerations
Consider any planar collection of Feynman diagrams T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n }, i.e. we denote the metric tree in the i th slot as T i . The metric on T i is d (i) ab . In the same way a metric tree is connected to others via degenerations where some internal edge has zero length, collections can also be connected to others. Here is where the power of planarity manifests itself. For each possible degeneration of a planar collection there is a unique neighbor planar collection.
Let us first discuss degenerations for planar collections before discussing how to use them to construct neighboring planar collections.
Given a planar collection, T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n }, the naive expectation is that one can degenerate any of the n−4 internal edges of any of the n trees in the collection independently thus allowing for n(n − 4) degenerations. However, the compatibility conditions on the metrics link some degenerations together and forbid others. This is very explicit in the n = 5 example introduced above in figure 2. Let us rewrite the form of the internal edges after the compatibility conditions were imposed (2.4):
(2.5)
Note that sending f (1) → 0 forces f (2) → 0 and thus f (1) and f (2) only give rise to a single degeneration. The same is true for f (4) and f (5) . Finally, f (3) → 0 is not valid as a codimension one degeneration as this would require either p or q to be negative and therefore it would be out of the space since lengths cannot be negative. Of course, finding that this collection has only two degeneration is welcome as it is supposed to be dual to a single caterpillar metric tree with n = 5. The procedure for finding all possible degenerations of a collection T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } is the following. Start by building a (n − 4) × n matrix of the lengths of all internal edges evaluated on the solution of the compatibility conditions for the metrics and then send each entry, one at a time, to zero to find out the behavior of the whole matrix. Any other entries that become zero define the same degeneration and do not have to be tested. A limit is not valid if it forces us out of the space, i.e., it forces some entries to be negative.
A generic planar collection has 2(n−4) degenerations which is surprisingly less than the naive estimate. This shows how strong the compatibility conditions can be. It is important to mention that 2(n − 4) is the minimum number of degenerations.
In order to continue with the analogy to metric trees, the next step is generalizing the function F (T ) presented in (1.1) to planar collections of Feynman diagrams. Recall that the compatibility condition turns the collection of metrics into a completely symmetric rank three tensor π abc := d As we show below in an all-multiplicity class of examples and in a variety of n = 6 and n = 7 examples, the function F(T ) only depends on 2(n − 4) parameters. These can be chosen to be some of the lengths of internal edges of the trees in the collection.
Since the space of planar collections has exactly 2(n − 4) parameters, one finds the same behavior as for metric trees, i.e., if one makes some choice of 2(n − 4) internal edges f I as coordinates of the space then
. This graph is sometimes called a "caterpillar" tree. Leaves 1 and n are usually called the head and tail but we call the sets {1, 2} and {n − 1, n} the cherries of the tree.
This time t I is a linear combination of s abc . Unlike metric trees, planar collections can have more degenerations than the number of independent parameters and therefore the contribution to a generalized amplitude is not just the product of the t I 's. However, just as for metric trees the contribution is given by an integral over the space of metrics. We postpone the general discussion of amplitudes to section 2.5. Of course, when the planar collection has exactly 2(n − 4) degenerations then the contribution to an amplitude is again the inverse of the product of all t I 's in (2.8).
All-Multiplicity Planar Caterpillar Collection
Let us illustrate the general procedure with an all n generalization of the n = 5 caterpillar example discussed above. Here we start with the n-point caterpillar tree in figure 3 and construct a planar collection of Feynman diagrams by deleting one leaf at a time to get the collection in figure 4. This construction might seem surprising at first since Trop G(2, n) is not isomorphic to Trop G(3, n) for n = 5. However, as explained in section 5, associating a tree arrangement to a single tree is the first step in the construction of the dual objects associated with Trop G(n − 2, n).
Going back to the planar collection in figure 4, note that internal edges have been denoted as f (i) α with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 4}. These are the entries of the (n − 4) × n matrix introduced above.
At first it seems a daunting exercise to write down all n metrics d (a) bc and impose all compatibility conditions. Luckily, this example has a very simple structure which allows us to reuse the computations done for the n = 5 case. In order to see this consider the subtrees defined by the internal edge f (i) 1 in the i th tree. Separating these as in figure 5 one notices a replica of the n = 5 problem with the slight modification that the fourth tree repeats n − 3 times. This hints that the structure of degenerations in f This shows that out of n internal edges (one per tree in the planar collection), only two degenerations are allowed.
A similar analysis of other edges reveals that for any given α, the edge lengths f
(2.10) Since one has exactly 2 degenerations for every one of the (n − 4) rows of the matrix of internal edges, the planar collection associated with the n-point caterpillar diagram has 2(n − 4) degenerations.
One can complete the analysis by computing the function F(T ) to find
A simple computation shows that
where t a 1 a 2 ...am is a combination of kinematics invariant s abc defined in [5] and given by
As a warm up to the general discussion of amplitudes in section 2.5, let us compute the contribution of T to an amplitudes as this is the simplest case. Note that there are exactly 2(n − 4) degenerations and therefore the space of metrics is simply (R + ) 2(n−4) . The contribution to an amplitude is
Generating All Planar Collections via Planar Moves
Up to this point the only examples of planar collections we have considered are the ones obtained from the caterpillar tree by removing leaves. It turns out that planar collections can be obtained by the same "pruning" operations done on any of the C n−2 planar trees in n labels. However, the space of planar collections is much larger. In this section we explain how to generate new planar collections from known ones by a planar move. Although we do not have a proof that every possible planar collection can be reached in this way, we provide many examples in section 3. Let us start with formalizing the notion of a planar move.
Definition 2.3. Given any planar tree, a planar move is a contraction of one of its edges and a re-expansion such that the new tree generated is still planar. Given a planar collection of Feynman diagrams, a planar move is a valid single degeneration of internal edges and a re-expansion of edges that were contracted such that all new trees generated in the new collection are planar.
We illustrate the definition in figure 6. Note that relaxing the planarity condition allows for another expansion. In physics terms one would say that a planar move connects the s-channel to the t-channel while the non-planar one connects to the u-channel. The extra possibility is not a major source of complication when dealing with the space of metric trees but when metric tree arrangements are considered then the number of possibilities grows very fast. However, the proliferation of possibilities is not main complication, unfortunately most of the new possibilities will not admit a metric and therefore will not be metric tree arrangements. Avoiding this complication is where the main advantage of restricting to planar collections relies as expressed in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.1. The set of all n-particle planar collections of Feynman diagrams is connected by planar moves. Moreover, given a planar collection of Feynman diagrams, any of its degenerations leads to a neighbor which is also a planar collection of Feynman diagrams.
One of the reasons the conjecture is non trivial is that one has to show that after the unique planar resolution, the new set of trees admits a metric that satisfies the compatibility conditions. Such a proof requires the use of "non-local" information, i.e., one has to know the behaviour of the whole collection of Feynman diagrams and not only that of the trees being degenerated.
Computing Generalized Amplitudes
Scattering amplitudes in a biadjoint cubic scalar theory can also be computed, in addition to adding Feynman diagrams, by the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) formula [1, 11, 12] . The CHY formula expresses m n (I, I) as an integral over the configuration space of n points on CP 1 , sometimes denoted as X(2, n). In [5] , a natural generalization to the configuration space of n points on CP k−1 or X(k, n) with k > 2 was introduced. Moreover, the corresponding generalized biadjoint amplitude m
n (I, I) was computed for n = 6 and a proposal for generalized Feynman diagram was given as the facets of Trop G (3, 6) . As it tuns out, facets of Trop G(3, n) are related to metric tree arrangements as reviewed in appendix A.
Here we show that, indeed, planar collections of Feynman diagrams are the natural generalization of Feynman diagrams in that amplitudes in both cases are computed as an integral over the space of metrics.
We have seen already that when a planar collection has exactly 2(n − 4) degenerations then the space of metrics in it is very simple and given by the 2(n − 4)-dimensional positive orthant of R 2(n−4) . We provided an explicit all n example in section 2.3.
The value of the planar collection is obtained by using F(T ) as written in (2.8) and integrating over the space. When more than 2(n − 4) degenerations are possible the space of metrics is more complicated. There are more than 2(n − 4) internal edges that can be chosen as a basis for the space. Making a particular choice leaves the rest as functions of the basis and requiring them to be positive gives the space more structure.
Let us illustrate this with an example. The simplest case where the new phenomenon, i.e. as compared to standard Feynman diagrams, arises is the n = 6 planar collection obtained by deleting leaves from the n = 6 snowflake tree diagram as shown in figure 7 . We have solved the compatibility conditions on the metrics d (i) ab . Since each tree in the collection is an n = 5 caterpillar, we can again denote the length of the first internal edge by f subject to the constraints that x + w = v + z and y + w = u + z. One can see that any one of the six variables can be set to zero while keeping the rest positive. These are the six possible degeneration of T sf , where the subscript stands for snowflake. In order to write the function F(T sf ) one has to select 2(n − 4), i.e., four independent parameters. One possible choice is {x, y, z, w}. After some simple algebra one finds
(2.16)
The kinematic invariants t abcd = s abc + s abd + s acd + s bcd and R 654321 := t 3456 + s 341 + s 342 were defined in [5] as part of the computation of generalized biadjoint amplitudes. The reader familiar with generalized biadjoint amplitudes would have noticed that out of the four coefficients in (2.16) only three are valid poles in an amplitude. The resolution to this naive puzzle is that the contribution of T sf to an amplitude is obtained by computing an integral over the space of metrics which in this case is not just {x, y, z, w} ∈ (R + ) 4 but the subspace constrained by the conditions that v ≥ 0 and u ≥ 0. More explicitly, the planar collection of Feynman diagrams' contribution to an amplitude is computed by
with θ(x) the Heaviside step function. These kind of integrals are all trivial if the region of integration is separated appropriately so that the step functions are removed. For example, Note that the final formula can be written as the sum of two terms, each with four poles, or as a sum of three terms, each with four poles, by using the identity R 123456 + R 654321 = t 1234 + t 3456 + t 5612 . This identity was noticed in [5] and has a tropical Grassmannian version [9] . As an aside comment, note that this formula for R(T sf ) exactly matches the formulation obtained in [5] for the generalized biadjoint amplitude m
6 (123456, 214365) whose only contribution in k = 2 language comes from the snowflake Feynman diagram.
This example reveals the general structure which we express in the following definition. 
n (α, β) is straightforward as it is familiar in the standard k = 2 case. Clearly the notion of planarity with respect to I can be extended to any other ordering α and therefore
22)
with Ω(α) the set of all collections of Feynman diagrams which are planar with respect to the α-ordering.
Examples
In this section we illustrate the various constructions and definitions with n = 6 and n = 7 examples.
Six-Point Planar Collections and Amplitudes
The case with six points is the simplest non-trivial example. All generalized biadjoint scalar amplitudes were computed in [5] and reproduced from a cluster algebra point of view in [7] . Here we recompute it using planar collections of Feynman diagrams. Given that this is the most well-studied case it is important to start by mentioning the most important difference between our approach and others in the literature. In our construction we find 48 planar collections of Feynman diagrams; 46 of them have 4 degenerations and two have 6 degenerations. The contributions to m
n (I, I) are directly computed as in the previous examples. In the literature, the way to compute the contributions is by defining an operation on simplices which are facets of Trop G (3, 6) . This is true for 46 of them while the remaining two are bi-pyramids which are then split in either two or three simplices. Planar collections do not have to be split.
Let us start the study of n = 6 planar collections of Feynman diagrams by introducing a very convenient notation. In this case each collection is a set of six trees with five leaves. Each tree in the family is chosen from one of the five possible planar graphs. For example, the first tree in any collection is one of the five trees shown in figure 8 . Note that planarity again simplifies the problem and that each tree is uniquely labelled by the leaf in the middle, i.e., the leaf that does not belong to any of the four cherries. This observation motivates the following notation.
A n = 6 planar collection T := [a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 ] has as the i th tree the planar caterpillar C(a i − 2, a i − 1, a i , a i + 1, a i + 2) where indices are taking cyclically in the order {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} \ i. Table 1 . All 48 planar collections of trees for n = 6 in a compact notation tailored to this case and explained in the text.
Using this notation the list of all 48 planar collection is presented in table 1. In order to check our constructions we first computed the 48 planar collections by listing all 5 6 = 15 625 possible combinations {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 } and then check which ones admit metrics satisfying the compatibility condition. Bringing the number down to 48 shows how restrictive the condition is. We review an efficient way of doing this for n < 9 using abstract tree arrangements in appendix A. The next step is to check that indeed all 48 planar collections can be generated from a single one, e.g. T 1 by traveling through degenerations. Since n = 6 is still small enough for complete computations, we followed all degenerations, four for all collections except for T 29 and T 35 which have six, and constructed the graph of connections in figure 9 . Using the graph it is easy to find a Hamiltonian cycle. The Hamiltonian cycle we use is:
It turns out that the 48 planar collections separate even further into six classes depend-ing on the kind of poles their contribution to m 
This example is the bi-pyramid computed at the beginning of section 2.5 (see eqs.
(2.15)-(2.17)). Notice that this example is the only one in the list with a non-trivial F function (only three of the coefficients are valid poles in the amplitude).
Seven-Point Planar Collections
Seven-point planar collections are much richer than those for n = 6 and also more numerous.
We have also found all 693 planar collections. These can be classified by the number of poles in R(T ) into four classes. These contain 6, 7, 8 and 9 poles and there are 595, 63, 28 and 7 planar collections in each class respectively. In section 4 we discuss the connection to cluster algebras and Trop + G (3, 7) where the same decomposition of facets happens with poles counted as vertices.
In n = 7 there are five different kind of poles. These are s abc and t abcd with the same definitions as for n = 6, and the remaining three are [6] : t abcde = s abc + s abd + s abe + s acd + s ace + s ade + s bcd + s bce + s bde + s cde , R abcdef g = t abcde + s def + s deg , W abcdef g = t abcd + t f gab + s abe .
(3.8)
Here we have changed the definition of W with respect to [6] to make planarity explicit 3 . Let us introduce a compact notation for n = 7 planar collections. Each collection is made out of six-point planar trees which come in two basic topologies: caterpillars and snowflakes. Planar snowflakes are completely determined by the two labels on any of its three cherries. Caterpillars come in several varieties depending on whether leaves are on one side or the other of the main body (this is only relevant due to planarity). The example in figure 10 shows the labeling for both topologies. The snowflake has 1 and 2 in the same cherry and can denoted as 12; likewise, it can also be denoted 34 or 56. In the same figure, we can see all possible labeling for caterpillars. In the tree T 2 for example, 4 is on top and 7 at the bottom, therefore we use the notation 47.
Planar collections of trees in k = 3 and n = 7 N. of Poles Class (Representative) Table 2 . Some representative collections from the contributing planar families in the n = 7 planar amplitude. Each representative belongs to a defined family of planar arrangements, each of which contribute with a number of planar collections shown in the rightmost column.
We do not provide a full list of planar collections here. Instead we give a sample in table 2 which also contains examples of each class. In table 2, each class contributes with 7 collections that can be spanned by taking successive cyclic translations on the labels and positions of each tree in the collection. Let (ab, cd, ef ) denote the leaves and legs of the g th tree in a given collection T (T g can be a caterpillar, e.g. cd or snowflake, e.g. ab), the translation operation described in the last sentence is equivalent to:
T g → T (g mod 7)+1 , (ab, cd, ef ) → ((a mod 7) + 1, (b mod 7) + 1, . . . .) (3.9)
Here we concentrate on illustrating how the contribution to an amplitude is computed for one example from each of the five classes distinguished by the number of poles in the answer.
The first class is that with six poles. This is the generic case since it corresponds to planar collections with exactly 2(n − 4) = 6 degenerations. The planar collection caterpillar collection presented in section 2.3 for all n is an example.
Planar Collection T 86 : Seven Poles
The planar collection, in the compact notation introduced above, is given by 15, 45, 37, 37, 73, 63] .
(3.10)
The matrix of internal lengths is 
This means that this planar collection has eight degenerations. Of course, there are only six parameters, {x, y, z, w, u, v} as expected since 2(n − 4) = 6 for n = 7.
Let us compute the contribution to the amplitude. The first step is the function
The next step is to compute the integral over the space of metrics, recalling that one must impose p ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0, 
Planar Collection T 97 : Eight Poles
The planar collection is given by 15, 45, 35, 12, 57, 56] . 
This means that this planar collection has eight degenerations. Let us compute the contribution to the amplitude. The first step is the function
The next step is to compute the integral over the space of metrics, recalling that one must impose p ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0, (3.26) and it is straightforward to evaluate the two parts, i.e. R 1 (T 97 ) = R
. Finally, since R(T 97 ) = R 1 (T 97 )+R 2 (T 97 ) one could combine the results into a single object. Instead it is interesting to note that R 2 has the structure a planar collection with exactly six degenerations would have had. Moreover, R 1 (T 97 ) is the sum of two such rational functions.
Combining these results
(3.31) As reviewed in section 4, the same object, but thought of as a facet of Trop + G(3, 7), is given by three clusters. It would be interesting to compare the three-term formula (3.31) with the one obtained from the three clusters.
Planar Collection T 99 : Nine Poles
The planar collection, in the compact notation introduced above, is given by 15, 47, 37, 76, 75, 65] .
(3.32)
The matrix of internal edges is given by 
This means that this planar collection could have up to 10 degenerations. However, it is easy to check that if the last entry of the third row x + y − z → 0, its neighbor to the left becomes −u and hence this is not a valid degeneration. Therefore, there are only 9 valid degenerations. Let us compute the contribution to the amplitude. The first step is the function which gives
The second domain leads to the following integral 
The final answer, R(T 99 ) = R 1 (T 99 ) + R 2 (T 99 ), can be nicely written as the sum over four terms, each with six poles. However, R(T 99 ) only has nine distinct poles as expected.
Connection to Cluster Algebras
In 2003 Speyer and Williams introduced the notion of the positive part of tropical Grassmanianns and found deep connections to cluster algebras [13] . In a nutshell, cluster algebras consist of a set of variables called cluster variables which form sets called clusters. Each cluster contains the same number of variables and there are exchange rules or mutations that take one cluster to another by mutating a variable [14, 15] . Very recently, Drummond, Foster, Gürdogan, and Kalousios [7] used the structure of the cluster algebras of G(3, 6), G(3, 7), and G (3, 8) to provide a systematic way of computing biadjoint amplitudes as the volume of the corresponding cluster polytope which is triangulated by the clusters into 2(n − 4) − 1 dimensional simplices.
The underlying object which is triangulated by the cluster algebra is Trop + G(3, n). Given that there is a bijection between metric tree arrangements and facets of Trop G(3, n) (or more precisely of the Dressian Dr(3, n) which contains Trop G(3, n)), it is natural to expect a bijection between planar collections of Feynman diagrams and facets of Trop + G(3, n) (or more precisely of the positive Dressian Dr + (3, n)) [4] .
It is know that not all facets of Trop + G(3, n) are simplices. For example, as mentioned in section 3.2 in the context of planar collections, for n = 7 one has 595 facets with six vertices, 63 facets with seven vertices, 28 facets with eight vertices and 7 facets with 9 vertices. This gives a total of 833 simplices, a number which coincides with the number of clusters in the E 6 cluster algebra.
From here we conclude that planar collections of trees combine some clusters into single objects. It would be interesting to study "the algebra acting on planar collections of Feynman diagrams" which would have a close connection to cluster algebras.
Let us make some comments on the comparison between the underlying cluster algebra and the one on planar collections:
• Each cluster has the same number of cluster variables, i.e. 2(n − 4), while each planar collection has the same number of trees, i.e. n.
• Each cluster has as many mutations as the number of variables while planar collections have various numbers of degenerations with 2(n − 4) as lower bound. From the facet of Trop + G(3, n) (or Dr + (3, n)) point of view, this is because facets are not necessarily simplices as mentioned above.
• A mutation connects one cluster exactly to one other cluster while each degeneration of a planar collection connects it to exactly one other planar collection.
For physical applications, computing the contributions to an amplitude using clusters requires the translation from the algebra to the Grassmannian by producing 2(n−4) Plücker vectors. One then performs the inner product of the Plücker vectors with the vector of kinematic invariants [7] . Note that such an inner product coincides with F(T ) if 2n − 9 degenerations are performed simultaneously while still producing a valid planar collection. Such planar collections correspond to the vertices of the simplices. In our approach, one does not need to determine the Plücker vectors for the vertices. The contribution to an amplitude R(T ) is computed directly as an integral over the valid metrics of T . This operation does not require a triagularization but it often requires a separation into regions if an analytic result is desired. A numerical evaluation would not require this last step.
Higher k Objects
We have provided strong evidence for considering planar collections of Feynman diagrams as the natural generalization of standard planar Feynman diagrams. Moreover, computations of (generalized) biadjoint amplitudes for k = 2 and k = 3 are now put on equal footing as sums over the corresponding planar objects. Of course, one of the most pressing problems is to find what kind of generalization of quantum field theory leads to planar collections of Feynman diagrams as their perturbative expansion. This is also related to the question of generalizing not only tree but also loop Feynman diagrams. It has been known for a long time that the Feynman tree theorem can relate loop diagrams to trees [16, 17] . We leave this fascinating direction for future research and instead we focus here on what objects are needed at tree-level for k ≥ 4.
The answer is already suggested by the way we motivated planar collections starting with n = 5 and using Trop G(2, 5) ∼ Trop G (3, 5) . When k = 4, we have to options: start with Trop G(2, 6) ∼ Trop G(4, 6) or with Trop G(3, 7) ∼ Trop G(4, 7) but both lead to the same answer 4 . Let us discuss the former as it also explains the mysterious fact that for every k = 2 n-point Feynman diagram one can construct a planar collection even for n > 5.
Consider any n = 6 planar Feynman diagram T as in figure 11 . As we have shown in section 2, there exists a planar collection associated with each one of them. Each planar collection T has six trees with five leaves. Now, each five-point planar tree is strictly dual to a planar collection of five trees with four leaves. We propose that the correct object for k = 4 is nothing but the corresponding planar collection of collections! It must be that the 14 planar collections of collection generated in this way satisfy the natural generalization of the compatibility conditions for metrics d ij ab , i.e. that π abef := d eg ab is a completely symmetric rank-four tensor. Moreover, such 14 objects should always have only three degenerations as the dual n = 6 Feynman diagram have exactly three degenerations.
Note that, still in the context of n = 6 and k = 4, if the construction is correct, one should find that any of the 48 planar collections for n = 6 and k = 3 which is not in the set of 14 special ones, leads to an object that does not admit a metric satisfying the compatibility condition.
We expect that if n ≥ 7 then every single collection for k = 3 would lead to a valid collection of collections in k = 4 via the construction defined above.
Clearly, the procedure can be continued to higher values of k but this is out of the scope of this paper and we leave a detailed study of k > 3 to future work.
Unfortunately, this test is not sufficient for n ≥ 9 as the following example, also given in [4] demonstrates:
{C(24, 6598, 37), C(14, 5768, 39), C(17, 5846, 29), C(12, 6579, 38), C(26, 4198, 37), C(14, 5729, 38), C(13, 5894, 26), C(15, 7346, 29), C(15, 7468, 23)}.
(A.1) These tree are all caterpillars and e.g. C(24, 6598, 37) has leaves 2 and 4 on the left cherries, 3 and 7 on the right cherries while 6, 5, 9, 8 are the legs in that order from left to right. This is an abstract tree arrangement but it does not admit a set of compatible metrics and therefore it is not a metric tree arrangement.
We have checked that this abstract tree arrangement is not planar. In other words, there is no permutation of {1, 2, . . . , 9} such that each one of the nine trees in (A.1) is planar with respect to the order induced by the permutation after removing the i th label.
This leads us to ask the following: Question A.2. Do all planar abstract arrangements of trees admit a set of compatible metrics? Or in other words, is the set of all planar abstract tree arrangements the same as the set of all planar metric tree arrangements?
Finally, we comment on the connection between metric tree arrangements and tropical geometry.
Given any metric tree arrangement, T , the compatibility conditions on the metrics implies that d (a) bc can be turned into a completely symmetric tensor, i.e., π abc := d (a) bc . The claim is that π abc is a Plücker vector of the Dressian Dr(3, n). The Dressian is a tropical space closely related to the tropical Grassmannian. In fact, Tr G(3, n) sits inside Dr(3, n). The reason is that Dr(3, n) is defined as the space of vectors that satisfy the three-term tropical Plücker relations while vectors in Tr G(3, n) are required to also satisfy all tropical Plücker relations with four of more terms.
In order to see that π abc defines a ray of the Dressian one has to slighly modify the definition when any two indices coincide, i.e. π aab := ∞. Once this is done it is not difficult to show that the three-term tropical Plücker relations are satisfied.
Let us recall that in tropical geometry, a tropical variety is not defined by the zeros of a set of polynomials as in standard algebraic geometry. Instead, after tropicalizing the set of polynomial, the variety is defined by points where at least two of the linear functions in the tropical polynomial achieve the minimum value in the set.
The standard three-term tropical Plücker relations read V h ij,kl := π hij π hkl − π hik π hjl + π hil + π hjk = 0.
while the tropical version of V h ij,kl becomes min {π hij + π hkl , π hik + π hjl , π hil + π hjk }. (A.3)
As mentioned above, the tropical version of requiring V h ij,kl = 0 is asking for points where
